Persistence of an infectious disease in a subdivided population.
The transmission dynamics of a communicable disease in a subdivided population where the spread among groups follows the proportionate mixing model while the within-group transmission can correspond to preferred mixing, proportionate mixing among subgroups, or mixing between social and nonsocial subgroups, is analyzed. It is shown that the threshold condition for the disease to persist is that either (i) the disease can persist within at least one group through intragroup contacts, or--if (i) does not hold--(ii) the intergroup transmission is sufficiently high. The among-group transmission is computed as an average where each subgroup's reproductive number is weighted according to its intragroup activity level squared and the total number of cases that one infectious individual will cause through intragroup contacts. The model thus allows for a study of the relative importance of communitywide disease transmission and of disease transmission within geographically or socially separate groups.